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INTRODUCING ISATPHONE 2
Inmarsat’s IsatPhone 2 is a powerful, 
rugged and dependable handheld 
satellite phone which offers a critical 
communications link when out of 
reach of terrestrial networks, no 
matter how remote or harsh the 
environment.

Operating on the most reliable 
satellite communications network 
in the world, IsatPhone 2 offers you 
unrivalled battery life as well as 
email, SMS and GPS capabilities to 
make sure you stay connected.

KEY ISATPHONE 2 FEATURES:
 Ƈ  Voicemail, text and email 

messaging

 Ƈ  Assistance button – send GPS 
location data

 Ƈ  Text to pre-set emergency 
number

 Ƈ  Tracking – send location 
information

 Ƈ Bluetooth

 Ƈ Over 99.9% network availability

 Ƈ  Network registration in under 45 
seconds, plus unrivalled battery 
life – with 8 hours of talk time 
and up to 160 hours on standby

 Ƈ  Free access to GEOS: Worldwide 
Emergency Response 
Coordination with your Inmarsat 
Isatphone 2 for post-pay users

 Ƈ  Affordable handset engineered 
to withstand the most extreme 
conditions (IP65)

FEATURES BENEFITS
The most competitively priced 
satellite prepay voucher in region

 Ultra reliable, low cost voice services 
more cost effective than some foreign 
GSM mobiles

 Pay as you go No high upfront costs. Predictable 
cost eliminates bill shock

 6 months validity  Long life and ready when you are

Works throughout LATAM Move between countries with ease

VOUCHER NAME UNITS # MINUTES* BALANCE EXPIRY
LATAM GSPS 
00300 300 200 180 DAYS

*to fixed or mobile destinations

HOW TO BUY 
Through a range of partners in more
than 80 countries around the world.

 
E  enterprisemarketing@inmarsat.com 
W inmarsat.com/search-for-partner
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LATAM PREPAY VOUCHER

VOUCHER COVERAGE
The prepay voucher can only 
be used inside the predefined 
countries.

The LATAM prepay voucher is 
available in Argentina, Belize, Brazil 
, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa 
Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, 
Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, 
Honduras,  Mexico, Nicaragua, 
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay 
and Venezuela.

Including coastal waters (12 Nmi) 
and Exclusive Economic Zone’s (EEZ)

MOBILE CONNECTIVITY IN LATIN 
AMERICA
Whether it is staying in contact with 
exploration teams in remote pits or 
communicating with far-flung fleets 
to ensure their safety, we understand 
the importance of maintaining 
connectivity.

We also know that in some areas of 
the world, that’s not a simple as it 
sounds.

There are many areas of Latin 
America that just don’t have cellular 
connectivity, which can leave remote 
teams exposed, out of reach and 
at risk, which is unacceptable. The 
restriction of movement brought 
about by the COVID-19 pandemic, has 
only served to further highlight the 
importance of reliable methods of 
communication with remote teams.

Our flexible LATAM prepay 
voucher for IsatPhone provides an 
affordable solution to your remote 
communication challenges, offering 
calls and text messages at the 
most competitive rates yet in Latin 
America.

AFFORDABLE AND FLEXIBLE
We’re proud to be able to offer LATAM 
prepay voucher for IsatPhone with no 
set up fee. They offer 200 minutes, 
300 units and six months of validity 
upon activation. That’s significantly 
less than the cost of roaming on a 
foreign mobile phone network.

Accessed through our IsatPhone 
2, which operates over our global 
I-4 satellite network, offering up to 

99.9% uptime, we offer true reliability. 
You can count on our connectivity no 
matter where you are in the region, 
including coastal waters (12 Nmi) and 
Exclusive Economic Zone’s (EEZ).

With our new LATAM prepay voucher 
for IsatPhone, you truly gain real 
flexibility and reliability at an 
affordable rate.
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